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Product range: SITAGWAVE
Product type: Swivel office chairs

Product description:

Castors 
Castors with load-controlled braking. Material: polyamide (recyclable) , non-chalking. Load-support limit:  50 kg per 
double castor. Standard version with hard castors for carpets; if requested, with soft castors for wood and synthetic 
floors.

Base 
The material is pressure-diecast aluminum and can be recycled. Static load support limit:  > 1,400 kg. The diameter of 
the base satisfies design guidelines for chair dimensions to prevent the chair from tipping over.

Height adjustment 
With safety gas spring for comfortable spring cushioning. The gas spring supports no lateral forces. The seat support 
and the gas spring are not rigidly connected to each other.

Mechanical system 
The mechanical principle is with the FREENESS system, for free sitting with synchronous effect and integrated com-
fortable deep vertical cushioning.

Dynamic sitting 
SPRING-MOTION + FLOW-TEC = FREENESS 
This chair adapts to each movement of its user, both backrest as well as seat. This means that the user can freely se-
lect the motion sequence and chair play in all directions without restriction. This chair supports the body in all sitting 
postures, and positively activates the musculature. The mobile mounting of the seat supports and strengthens the 
back and pelvis muscles. Great user comfort without extensive settings. Adapts to all users.

Backrest 
Filigree, functional backrest of synthetic material. The elastic backrest structure effectively cushions pressure ef-
fects, and adapts to the user’s back and his or her upper-body rotation. The height of the backrest can be adjusted to 
two positions. The backrest is available in two versions:  as partial pad upholstery, or as full upholstery.

Seating surface 
The seating surface automatically adapts to the user’s movement, and has pronounced rounding in the front area, 
to prevent constriction of circulation in the thighs. The axis of the seating-surface tilt action is located toward the 
front, to maintain floor contact during synchronous movement of seat and backrest. The pelvis support has been ex-
tensively designed to effectively prevent the pelvis from tipping to the rear.

Armrests 
Design armrests: adjustable in height and width

Foam 
Cold-moulded foam on upholstery support. Contains no chlorofluorohydrocarbons (CFC). The foam is fire-resistant in 
accordance with DIN 75200.

Upholstery 
The cover material is spot-bonded with water-soluble glue onto breathable, open-pore, moulded foam: which assures 
breathability and vapour permeability. The high-quality upholstery assures that no build-up of heat can take place in 
the chair (which enhances bioclimate). Exchangeable seat and backrest cushions.

Exterior shells 
The seat and backrest are made of black synthetic material.

Synthetic materials 
The synthetic materials are especially marked and can be recycled. The paints used do not contain heavy metals.

Design 
Uli Witzig / Ergonamics

Conformity with standards 
Swivel-chair program in accordance with DIN EN 1335.

 


